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NORWEGIAN FIGHTERS DESTROY 3 DAY RAIDERS

Pilots of a Norwegian fighter- squadron, operating under Fighter Command, shot
down all five enemy aircraft destroyed dining this morning’s daylight raid.

A small force of raiders - all single-engine fighters or fighter-bombers in

two formations, took advantage of bad visibility and ground haze to cross the Essex

coast just before 30 a.m. Half the force reached the eastern outskirts of London,
where about six dropped their bombs. Others carried out machine-gun attacks at

several points on the Thames estuary. Then, with our fighters in close pursuit,
they recrossed the coast and made out to sea, where other enemy fighter formations

were waiting to cover their withdrawal.

The Norwegian squadron, flying low end full out, came within sight of a

formation of 12 F.W, 190s with another 12 F.W.190s about 1,000 yards behind them.

Instructing a detachment to engage the latter, the Norwegian Squadron-Commander led

the rest of his men after the first formation, caught then up, and saw his nearest

companion shoot one of the raiders down into the sea.

Attacking repeatedly at close range, the Norwegians chased the remainder almost

to the French coast, where the survivors of the two formations of F,W l90s joined up.

The pursuit, at full throttle, had lasted for twenty minutes, and the Norwegians
were then obliged to break off the chase to return to England,

One of the Norwegian pilots who destroyed one F.W, 190 and probably destroyed

another, said; "I came up behind about ten enemy aircraft and, closing in, fired

on one F.W,190 from a range of about one hundred yards. After a few seconds burst,
the Hun exploded and went into the sea, I then fired on another, which had been

flying in line abreast with the first one, and I think I hit his engine because a

lot of smoke came from it and I saw cannon strikes all along the fuselage,”

Another pilot Who shared the destruction of a Focke Wulf 190 with one of his

squadron colleagues said, "When I came in on the 190 I fired short bursts at close

range and saw pieces falling off the aircraft and brown smoke pouring from the

engine, I broke off and saw my No, 2 closing in on him. The 190 pulled up and I

saw something drop out. When I saw a parachute' open, I realised that the something

had been the pilot. Just as the parachute opened, the 190 hit the sea,"

During the engagement, the F.W,S appeared more intent on getting home than on

fighting, and the Norwegians returned to their base without a single bullet-hole

in their aircraft.

This squadron, which was the first Norwegian fighter squadron to be formed in

this country, last month destroyed six enemy aircraft, including three in one

operation, success brings its total score up to 21, all of which have been

destroyed with the past ten months.


